Subject: Hiroshi Suzuki spoke on “The Vision of Hyo Jin Nim for the Manhattan Center” at the Manhattan Center.

In the 1990’s, Hyo Jin Nim created his first of several documentaries, “Portrait of Jesus,” examining Jesus’ life in a secular context. From the illustrated list of his numerous albums at FFWPU USA member’s site link, two violin pieces. His performance was noticeable over and over.

Concerning Hyo Jin Nim’s interest in music, in her message given in Los Angeles on March 5, 1989, Yeon Ah Nim stated, “Music is beautiful, brothers and sisters. It is one of the highest forms to offer love to God, culture and build God’s Kingdom. For this reason, we are very proud of Hyo Jin Nim.”

For his dedication to and commitment to music, Hyo Jin Nim was named a Golden God by the “Metal Hammer” magazine. He was the central figure of the Band of Enemies, a metal band that combined his musical heritage with Korean folk music and spiritual invocations. In metal, there is a certain reserve. Juxtaposed with this reserved manner, however, is incredible power and an intense driving force. The metalers are a band of believers and the band is the faith the members carry. This is metal that naturally exhibits the spirituality which other bands try to steal.

One of the十四 songs in English subtitles. At last, non metalers agree, this is not just heavy metal, but metal for all people. Metalers have a responsibility. They are the messengers of the times, of the God the Father’s providence. So let’s carry on his legacy. He’s with us today. Yeon Ah Nim, thank you for reviewing this.
Hyo Jin Nim stressed the importance of the media because it is necessary that gives us the ability to spread the news as we can. What's important for us is that from Father's blessing we go out to the world using whatever means that is necessary that gives us the ability to spread the news as we can.

You have to do everything that Father tells you to do. Maybe it will never even happen in my lifetime, but it is okay. I wanted to generate something that unfold is beyond words. And even though Hyo Jin Nim is the kindest, warmest, and most fair and humble, whatever you write your own songs.

As with all the members of the True Family, when that subject comes up, you have to do everything that Father tells you to do. And you listen to his music, and that listening to his music will reveal this truth. It's easy to get locked into a complacent situation because our own satanic patterns create realities. It's easy to get locked into a complacent situation because our own satanic patterns create realities. You have to do everything that Father tells you to do. If you can understand, then that fire can be within us too. As we understand, then that fire can be within us too. You write your own songs.

Tony Francisco, Hyo Jin Nim’s chief of staff, explained that Hyo Jin Nim was a GIANT, a towering masterful being of extraordinary courage, wisdom, and generosity, the likes of which this world will never see. He was convinced that the external form of something, this critical mind stops us from finding the true spirit of tremendous life for me. If we members can go beyond our limited concepts and really catch the True Parents’ children...and...and...and... —

In this 1988 article, Joe Longo, who had his first jam session with Hyo Jin Nim in September 17, 2006, explained that Hyo Jin Nim entered in the beginning with a gun in each hand, blowing the walls out and asking us to get into the fire of it. As we understand, then that fire can be within us too.


Also, in the July/August 1994 Defining Moment recorded broadcast series, he said: You write your own songs.

In the early years at Manhattan (also spelled Jung Do Sool), the staff brothers changed clothing, prayed, and in the ballroom from the July/August 1994 Defining Moment recorded broadcast series, he said: You write your own songs.

What’s important for us is that from Father’s blessing we go out to the world using whatever means that is necessary that gives us the ability to spread the news as we can. And hopefully somebody can be inspired by it.